Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of the CO stretch bands in carbonmonoxymyoglobin (MbCO) reveals three major bands implying that MbCO exists in three major substates, AO, A1, and A3. After photolysis at low temperatures the CO is in the heme pocket, and the resulting CO stretch bands represent the B substates. Photoselection experiments determine the orientation of CO in the A (bound) and B (photolyzed) substates: Small fractions of MbCO are photolyzed at 10 K with linearly polarized light at 540 nm. The resulting linear dichroism in the A and B IR bands yields the tilt angle between the heme normal and CO. The average angles are as follows: a(AO) = 150 + 30; a(Al) = 28°± 2°, and a(A3) = 330 + 4°. The A bands are inhomogeneously broadened; the angle a shows a wavenumber dependence within the A bands. The wavenumber dependence is interpreted as a distribution of the tilt angle within the individually inhomogeneous A substates, thus providing a structural parameter to characterize the distribution of the conformational substates. The B substates exhibit no induced linear dichroism; in the photolyzed substates the ligand is randomly oriented with respect to the heme plane. The present results together with earlier data on static and kinetic properties of CO binding to Mb establish relations among spectroscopic, structural, energetic, and functional parameters.
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Nature uses the heme group as the active center in a wide variety of proteins that perform tasks ranging from oxygen storage in myoglobin (Mb) to enzymatic reactions in cytochrome P450 and peroxidases (1) . Consequently, the protein structure surrounding the heme group must determine and control function. The details of the connection between structure and function are only partially understood, even in the simple cases of the binding of dioxygen and carbon monoxide (CO) to Mb. We show here that photoselection experiments contribute to the elucidation of the relationship between structure and function by relating spectroscopic, functional, and structural properties.
The crucial spectroscopic information is contained in the IR stretch frequency v(C-O) of the bound and photodissociated CO. The stretch frequency shows a strong influence of protein structure: While protoheme-CO has only one stretch band centered at 1964 cm-1, carbonmonoxymyoglobin (MbCO) has three major bands, AO at 1966 cm-1, A1 at 1945 cm-1, and A3 at 1929 cm-1 (2-4). The stretch bands are assigned to three different conformational substates (5), which we call AO, A1, and A3, and which are interpreted as belonging to three slightly different protein conformations (4, 6) . Above 220 K the MbCO molecules interconvert among the A substates, whereas below 160 K large-scale protein fluctuations are frozen out, so that each protein remains in one of the A substates. Additional spectroscopic evidence comes from low-temperature flash photolysis experiments (6, 7) . Below 160 K, the photolyzed CO remains in the heme pocket. At least two different CO stretch bands, B1 and B2, are observable. Their stretch frequencies, v(B1) = 2131 cm-' and v(B2) = 2119 cm-', are slightly red-shifted from the value of 2142 cm-' for free CO and imply a weak interaction between the CO in the pocket and an as yet undetermined part of the heme pocket.
The functional information also comes from lowtemperature photodissociation data (8) . Rebinding after photodissociation to all A substates is nonexponential in time (6) and can be characterized by a preexponential factor ABA and a distribution of activation enthalpies peaked at HBA. The rebinding rates and hence the parameters ABA and HBA are vastly different for the three A substates. AO is fastest, A1 intermediate, and A3 is slowest (Table 1) . Consequently stretch frequency and rebinding rate are connected; the substate with the largest stretch frequency binds fastest.
To connect structure and function, structural information on the three different substates must be obtained. X-ray and neutron diffraction data demonstrate that such a connection could exist: In protoheme and some heme model compounds, CO binds perpendicular to the heme plane (9, 10) , whereas in proteins the CO binds in a distorted (tilted or bent) conformation (11) (12) (13) . These experiments, however, resolve only one CO conformation and hence do not yield the desired connection. A recent x-ray study by Kuriyan et al. (14) gives two CO conformations, but the relation between these conformations and the stretch bands is ambiguous. Direct information on the CO geometry for the A 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the present study we used the photoselection technique with IR monitoring to obtain the orientation of CO in MbCO. MbCO was photolyzed at 10 K, where the rate of rebinding of CO is negligible on the time scale of our experiments (6) and where rotation and translation of the protein molecules are absent. The linear dichroism of the IR difference spectrum Mb -MbCO was measured in the region of the CO stretch bands. The 540-nm ,B absorption band ofthe heme was chosen for the photolysis because this absorption is isotropic in the heme plane (16, 17) . The polarized IR-difference spectra then yield the angle between the heme normal and the CO axis, which is the direction of the transition dipole moment of the CO.
The experiments were performed at two pH values to test for pH dependence of the orientation and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of certain bands. At pH 7 the intensity of A1 is about 70% of the total intensity of the A bands, whereas at pH 5 Ao has a relative intensity of =70%. Consequently pH 7 is optimal for investigating A1 and pH 5 for AO (6) .
Lyophilized sperm whale Mb (Sigma) was dissolved in 75% glycerol/water (vol/vol) buffered at pH 7 with 0.1 M phosphate and at pH 5 with 0.1 M citrate. After saturating the solvent with CO, Mb was reduced with sodium dithionite, and MbCO was formed by stirring for several hours under CO atmosphere (1 atm = 101.3 kPa). The final protein concentration was =10 mM. The sample was placed between two CaF2 windows separated by a 12-,um spacer, resulting in a 12-,um-path length. The IR spectra were taken on a Mattson Sirius 100 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer with 2 cm-' resolution. Each single-beam spectrum was a result of 500 scans. The temperature was controlled with a closed-cycle He refrigerator (CTI Cryogenics model 21) and temperature controller (Lake-Shore Cryogenics DTC 500) and could be varied between 10 K and 300 K. The IR spectra were taken with polarized light by placing an IR polarizer (Molectron 1GP228) in the measuring beam before the sample. The sample was illuminated with light from a 250 W tungsten lamp (Oriel) that passed through a 10-cm-path length water filter, a 540-nm interference filter (bandwidth, 10 nm), and a polarizer. After cooling the sample to 10 K in the dark, the CO was flashed off in small steps with the polarized light. Before and after each step IR single-beam spectra were collected with the IR measuring beam polarized parallel and perpendicular to the polarization direction of the photolyzing beam, and the difference spectra AA11 and AA' (the absorbance differences for IR polarization directions parallel and perpendicular to that of the photolyzing light, respectively) were calculated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The photoselection technique combined with IR observation yields structural information on the active center in the A and B substates, on the distribution of the CO orientation within a substate, and on the relation ofthis parameter with function.
The Average Angles Between CO and the Heme Normal in the Bound and Photodissociated States. Fig. 1 shows the IR difference spectra at pH 7 in the spectral regions of the bound CO; the A bands represent the initially bound ligands that were photodissociated. Fig. 2 displays the B bands, the spectra of the photodissociated CO molecules (6) that are weakly bound somewhere within the heme pocket at pH 7 after different amounts have been flashed off. Fig. 3 depicts the A bands at pH 5. When only a small fraction of MbCO is photodissociated, the A bands show large anisotropies, whereas the B bands do not. Thus, bound CO has a well-determined orientation to the heme normal in MbCO, whereas the photolyzed CO in the heme pocket assumes a random orientation.
In the first step of the analysis the integrated areas of the A bands are compared. The anisotropy of the bands is characterized by r = (,AA" -AAL)/(AA I + 2AA'). The angle a between the heme normal and the IR transition dipole (assumed to be along the CO axis) is determined from the value of r in the linear-photolysis regime, where the excitation in any direction is proportional to the number of incident photons. If AN/N is the fraction of proteins photolyzed, then the linear-photolysis regime is estimated as AN/N < 0.3. If the CO is in a fixed orientation to the heme, and the excitation is isotropic in the heme plane, then a is given by the following equation from ref. 20 :
The angles a for the three A substates together with the center wavenumibers and other important parameters (6) are given in Table 1 and are plotted as a function of v(C-O) in Fig. 4 .
Although the occupation factors of the three A substates and the rates of rebinding of CO after photodissociation are pH dependent (6), the orientation of CO is, within errors, pH independent for the Ao and A1 substates. Fig. 4 shows a correlation between the center frequencies of the A bands and the average orientation of the bound CO in MbCO: Higher CO stretch frequencies correspond to CO orientations closer to the heme normal (21) (22) (23) . The Ao substate, where the CO stretch frequency is closest to that of CO bound to protoheme, is closest to being perpendicular to the heme plane, establishing internal consistency. Comparison of the angles to the rebinding rates of the three A substates (6) shows that the rate increases with decreasing angle between the CO axis and the heme normal. Such a correlation has been predicted by Szabo (24) .
The fact that the revised values of Moore et al. (20) for the CO angles in the substates A1 and A3 agree within errors with our values implies that the picosecond structure after photodissociation is very similar to the frozen photodissociated state at low temperatures.
To compare our results to the data obtained with x-ray diffraction, the parameters provided by each approach must be considered. The photoselection technique yields the angle between the heme normal and the CO dipole. X-ray diffraction, on the other hand, provides the coordinates of the oxygen atom. Kuriyan et al. (14) assume that the carbon atom lies directly above the iron. The resulting CO angles then disagree with our values. If, however, the oxygen positions are assumed to be as given by the x-ray data, but the Fe-C-O angle is assumed to be linear, the x-ray values are closer to our data (J. Kuriyan, private communication). Theoretical calculations suggest that a given displacement of the 0 atom from the heme normal causes a combination of bending of the FeCO bond, a buckling of the heme, and a tilting of FeCO with the tilting being dominant (25) . Because the occupation of the A substates depends strongly on the protein environment, x-ray and photoselection experiments must be performed on identical samples for a definite comparison.
We stated earlier that the CO molecules in the B1 and B2 substates are randomly oriented. In principle it is possible that the orientation to the heme in all substates is exactly the follow the trend observed for the average values-namely, larger CO-heme normal angles correspond to smaller CO stretch frequencies (23, 24) . Within the Al band, however, the behavior is opposite. We do not understand the origin of this phenomenon, but it should be noted that there is no information yet about the azimuthal angle of the CO in the substates and that an interaction of CO with a nearby group, possibly the distal histidine His-E7, may affect the CO.
Conformational Substates. The results reported here support the concept of conformational substates (CS). The CS of a given protein state have the same overall structure and perform the same biological function but differ in structural details and possibly in the rate with which the function is performed. The concept was introduced to explain the nonexponential time dependence of ligand rebinding in Mb at temperature below 200 K (8); further support has come from x-ray diffraction (26) and other experimental data (5) . CS may be organized in different tiers in a hierarchical arrangement (27) . The bands AO, Al, and A3 characterize three substates of tier zero, CS': They all bind CO, but with different rates (6) . Their overall structure is similar; otherwise x-ray diffraction would provide evidence for clearly separate atomic arrangements (14) . The detailed structures, particularly near the heme group, must be different, because they result in different angles a as indicated in Table 1 . Each of the substates oftier 0 is composed of substates oftier 1, CS'. This assertion is supported by two observations: Rebinding to each CS0 (AO, Al, A3) separately is nonexponential in time at low temperature (6) , and the structure in each CS' is spatially inhomogeneous as attested by the distribution in angle a within each CS0 as shown in Fig. 4 for AO and Al.
Structure and Function. The data obtained here and earlier (6) establish relations among the spectroscopic, structural, energetic, and functional parameters. The relevant parameters are collected in Table 1 . The center frequencies v(C-O) and the angles a are discussed in the present paper. HA and SA are the enthalpy and entropy differences of substate Ai with respect to substate Al; Hp , and ABA are peak activation enthalpy and preexponential factor (at 100 K) for binding to substate Ai; and kpeak is the peak rate coefficient for CO binding from the pocket at 100 K. The data show the connection advertised above: The rebinding rate decreases with increasing angle a between the heme plane and CO axis (24) . Moreover, the increasing rate is also coupled to a 1960 v' (cm'i) Biophysics: Ormos et al.
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stronger binding in state A. This connection is a form of the Br0nsted relation already observed for different heme proteins (28) and is interpreted by assuming that when A is bound to a deeper well, a smaller barrier exists between B and A and hence there is faster binding. The faster binding and deeper well are also coupled with a larger stretch frequency v(C-O). This relation is unanticipated: we would expect a tighter Fe-CO binding to result in larger Fe-CO and smaller CO stretch frequencies (29) .
The correlations and concepts established here suggest a control mechanism for ligand association to Mb. At room temperature, a protein molecule will rapidly move from one A substate (CS0) to another. The probabilities of being in a given substate are strongly influenced by external parameters such as pH, pressure, and surroundings (6) . Because binding and dissociation differ in the different CS', the external influence can shift the equilibrium among the substates to alter the functional properties.
